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THEBASIC THESIS of Mr. Kevin Phillips’
Post-Conservative America is by now familiar to most literate conservatives. American
conservatism, Phillips argues, has failed to
respond adequately to continuing, deeply
fixed resentments and frustrations within
mainstream American society. These frustrations are being aggravated and will continue to build during the 1980s as uncontrollable inflation, demographic changes, the
obsolescence of the American constitutional
and political systems, and a revolution in
life-styles and political values continue. T h e
result will be the emergence of a right-wing
radicalism that will bear little resemblance to
“Old Right” conservatism of either traditionalist or libertarian orientations, to “neoconservatism,” or even to much of the current
“New Right” movements. Phillips goes so
far as to suggest that the United States in the
1980s will resemble the Weimar Republic of
the 1930s, and that racial, ethnic, regional,
and sectarian identities will play an overt
and important role in our politics. T h e Reagan Administration will not answer or satisfy
these frustrations, since the President and his
advisers have misunderstood the election of
1980 as a demand for Coolidge Era free
market and pro-business Republicanism and
not as a vocalization of new forces and
values. Phillips therefore sees the postReagan American right as a potentially serious movement that will abandon many of the
haute-bourgeois and constitutionalist themes
of conventional conservatism and espouse a
more populist, radical, authoritarian, nationalist, and even racialist politics.
In general, I concur with Phillips’ predictions. Indeed there is a remarkable similarity
between his analysis and that of an essay I
contributed to Robert W. Whitaker’s collection, The N e w Right Papers, published ear-

lier in 1982. Not surprisingly, the American
left has denounced both Phillips and me for
advocating “fascism.” T o this charge I can
say only what I (and Phillips) advocate is not
fascism and what we predict may become
fascism or something like it-against our
wishes. Nevertheless, I disagree with, or at
least question, some of the analysis by which
Phillips reaches his conclusions, and I would
argue that once his mode of analysis is
corrected, his perception of a rising American fascism is considerably diminished.
As Phillips admits in his “Introduction,”
in explaining his methods of analysis:
Ideas count, yes. But they are only one
factor in a list that also includes population change, economics, ethnic and religious tribalisms and sheer voter frustration. . . . Concerned with elites, regional
antagonisms and popular frustrations, my
framework attaches somewhat less importance to forces like the conservative intellectual movement, neo-conservatism and
supply-side economic theory than the
other schemes might.
I have no serious quarrel with this emphasis
on material and psychic rather than ideational causes, but Phillips’ real problem
arises from his lack of any “framework,” any
system by which he can assign priority to
demography, economic trends, popular
ideas, and mass psychology. Consequently,
his analysis tends to exhibit an appearance of
arbitrary selection of facts, theories, hypotheses, and historical analogies. H e is
probably correct, for example, that the West
is undergoing a “price revolution” similar to
that experienced by the sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries, but he has no way of
showing how important this inflationary
cycle is going to be for our political future,
nor does he consider very deeply the many
differences that distinguish the late twentieth
century (and its response to inflation) from
the early modern period. T h e result is a
well-informed and indeed learned book with
many imaginative insights and suggestions,
but not very convincing to those who demand
rigorous argumentation.
A key element in Phillips’ prediction of a
coming reaction is his belief that the Water-
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gate scandal and the loss of the Vietnam W a r
can be resuscitated as issues for the right.
Watergate can be portrayed as an effort by
entrenched and somewhat sinister forces in
bureaucracy and the media to derail a radical
restructuring of government by President
Richard M. Nixon. T h e Vietnam W a r can
be portrayed as having been lost because of a
“stab in the back” by the same powers.
While I am decidedly inclined to believe the
latter and am open to the former, I doubt that
either issue will ever be overtly revived in the
future. Mr. Nixon, whatever his vices and
virtues, never generated the kind of mass
loyalty to himself that would lead to political
revanchism in his behalf. Neither did the
Vietnam War. Unlike the loss of World War
I for Germany, the loss of Vietnam did not
result in a change in our form of government,
the wreckage of our society and economy,
and the widespread undermining of our values (they were already being undermined).
Insofar as Phillips’ “Weimar analogy”
depends on the revival of Watergate and
Vietnam as energizing issues for the right, I
cannot see that it is valid.
Phillips is undoubtedly correct in pointing
to a latent dynamism in the Southern and
Sunbelt regions that is thwarted by regulation and conventional (i.e., liberal) political
norms. Yet, as he points out, the political
future of these regions is uncertain, given the
massive influx of Latin American immigrants and the prospect of their eventual
politicization. One of the weakest parts of his
thesis is its avoidance of the question of who
will organize and provide the leadership for
the new right-wing radicalism. Granted that
the will, mass, and energy are there, who will
discipline them and make them capable of
exercising significant political power? Surely
such a movement would require more than
what most of the New Right now provides in
the way of direct mail fund-raising, hairraising political advertisements, and weeklong sermons on the sinfulness of big-spending bureaucrats and labor czars. With the

possible exception of Senator Jesse Helms,
there is no single political personality on the
American right today who has enough
national reputation to achieve what Ronald
Reagan achieved, nor to my knowledge have
New Right theorists thought very seriously
about mass political organization and
strategy.
If the elements of a post-conservative
right-wing radicalism are present, it is by no
means clear that these elements are themselves sufficient to ensure political dominance in the future. I t is Phillips’ neglect of
the human factor of will and idea that leads
him to ignore the organizational and disciplinary aspects of political revolutions and to
rely almost purely upon the social and demographic forces that underlie but do not compel them. Perhaps the most frightening
aspect of Phillips’ thesis is that such elements
as he discusses could just as easily be captured by the left, which in recent years has
shown itself to be far more sophisticated in
the arts of mass deception than the right. T h e
American left, despite its electoral demise,
yet retains a vast network of well-funded,
active, and clever organizations and individuals in key positions of power. It is by no
means improbable that this network could
capitalize on basically right-wing frustrations and values and create a “post-liberal
America.”
In sum, then, Phillips points to significant
forces that will almost certainly dominate
our political life for some years to come, but
his analytical framework is too vague, his
neglect of the concrete realities of political
organization and the role of the human will
and leadership too great, to persuade us
completely. H e might be right, but, then
again, he might be wrong. What is fairly
clear to anyone who is aware of the new
forces he discusses is that, whether they move
right or left, the American future is unlikely
to be very nice.
Reviewed by SAMUELT. FRANCIS
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Dis- Composed Waugh
T h e Letters of Evelyn Waugh, edited by
M a r k Amory, N e w Haven and N e w York:
Ticknor and Fields, 1980. 664 p p .
$25.00.
EXCEPTFOR T H E KIND earmarked for an
archbishop, an editor, or a pest, the letters
Evelyn Waugh wrote were remarkably
unstudied. During the war his main correspondent was his wife, but on both sides of it
he was in constant touch with a fair range of
figures on whom he’d come to depend. Most
of these “regulars” were women-Ann
Fleming (wife of the James Bond creator),
Nancy Mitford, Penelope Betjeman (wife of
the poet), Lady Diana Cooper, Daphne
Fielding. Gifted as they all were, they served
almost like a battery of “graces” for
Waugh-spirits in whom he could confide,
knowing they would go bail for him no
matter what admissions he might make.
Waugh didn’t dramatize himself to these
his closest correspondents. Rather, he itemized details, mostly of social or “beastly”
failings in others (or in himself when drunk);
sometimes veering to the responsibilities he
felt so half-hearted about meeting. Such
would include the burdensome quantity of
writing that always seemed due from him,
along with the duties of raising a family and
administering an estate. Most of his children
had been born in the war, and his first
country house acquired just before then.
Mark Amory’s edition of his letters ernphasizes the period after the war: over 400 pages
follow Waugh from age 42 to 62, while less
than 200 had shown him between ages 21
and 41.
T h e Waugh letters, written so uncomposedly (especially to these women), have an
air of jauntiness, mixed with exasperation,
which must have made them ever welcome to
their recipients-as
they are to readers
today. All the more welcome, in our case,
because of the superb editing Amory has
given them, so that we are never left in the
dark as to who is being mentioned and what
circumstances pertain. Still the underneath
note in the letters is, after all, weariness. Not

that Waugh gets to sound jaded-rather,
what accumulates is a real sense of spiritual
weariness.
This affliction had set in early, as his
readers will have already judged from the
“composed” classicism of his fiction, a body
of work which so indicts our civilization.
Here in the letters we see the man himself
subsisting in the scapegrace world. If grace is
what he seldom finds (though as a Catholic it
behooves him not to despair-so to Lady
Betjeman he can say of her recalcitrant convert of a husband, “I think John’s irrational
horror of Catholicism a very good sign”)-if
grace is in short supply, that helps explain
his having made correspondents of all these
“graces.” For it is owing to their indulgence
that sheer release is often detectable-as in
the letter that has him vow never to travel
again (“Never again Never Never Never
Never Never Never. NEVER”).
T h a t letter to Nancy Mitford from a beach
resort had contained a typical catalogue of
vileness for Waugh. “From 8 to 12 I sit in a
dingy, sandy hall watching the pensionnaires
parade in & out in immodest bathing clothes,
with bleached hair and blistered navels.” As
for the night, the casino occupies that. “Lose
10,000 francs. T h e only happy moment is
seeing the last counter disappear.. . . Sometimes it takes hours. . . .”
Waugh is not being ironic here-he is glad
when his ritual allows bedtime to come with
the last lost chip. From a group of letters like
this, written shortly after the war’s end, one
can mark off some of the emotional counters
which accrued in the waiting game Waugh
played, in a world he could not abide. T h a t
despair is held at bay could be due simply to
the sense Waugh transmits of how accurate
he is.

I am so weary about having been consistently right in all my political predictions
for ten years. It is so boring seeing it all
happen for the second time after one has
gone through it in imagination. [ 19481
M y two eldest children are here and a
great bore. [As to six-year-old Bron,] I
have tried him drunk and I have tried him
sober. . . . [ 19461
I believe the sin the West is dying of to
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